Anderson Ranch PLM – Fall 2019
Junior Only Antlerless Deer Hunts

Anderson Ranch is 400 acres of walnut orchards located in Glenn County approximately 7 miles south of Hamilton City.

Hunt Information and Property Rules:
• Each hunter must exchange a valid 2019 unused deer tag for the PLM deer tag.
• Each hunt is 1 day.
• Each hunt will be guided by the landowner.
• There is no charge for the PLM antlerless deer tag.
• One permit will be drawn for each hunt period.
• Each junior hunter must be accompanied by an adult.
• There will be a mandatory orientation the day before each hunt.
• No camping will be allowed on the property.
• Hunt date may be rescheduled due to the walnut harvest.

Hunt Periods:
Period 1: Junior Only deer hunt: September 22 (The application deadline is Sept 5)
Period 2: Junior Only deer hunt: September 27 (The application deadline is Sept 10)
Period 2: Junior Only deer hunt: October 6 (The application deadline is Sept 19)

A more detailed list of rules and regulations will be provided to the successful applicants.